My dear

Reg : ROH being done by POH Workshops.

Instructions have already been issued that POH workshops should not carry out ROH of wagons. It has been noted that some Workshops are still carrying out ROHs, whereas wagons for POH are waiting in the yard. The plea taken by these workshops are that wagons due ROH are embedded in POH load. This plea is not acceptable. In case such wagons are sent along with POH load, the workshops should not carry out ROH on them and turn them out, as "not due POH." without attention.

It is also reiterated that "C" category unloadable wagons also should not be sent to workshops except when it is also due POH within the next 1 year. Wagons having more residual life till the next POH should be tackled by the Open Line through in-house resources or out-sourcing, whichever is appropriate.

With

Yours sincerely,

(Hemant Kumar)

Shri ............,
CMEs (Open Line)

Kindly issue the letter to the concerned Rlys.